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Abstract - As per the company’s customers requirement the
fixtures are designed and produced. The operations should be
such that there should be less wastage, less cost in production,
improved quality, increase in the overall production, reduction
in cycle time. To design any fixture for a component for any
operation, a detailed study has to be made. In this case a
Hydraulic lift top’s drawings are studied. The basic design
starts with the face on which the milling operation has to be
carried out. A quadrant face of this hydraulic lift top has to be
milled. A thickness of 4mm has to be milled from this surface.
The best way to mill this surface is by designing a new fixture
instead of conventional method designs. This will make easier
to machine the work piece and reduction in cost per work
piece.

1.2 Objectives:

Key Words: Hydraulic Fixture, Hydraulic Lift top, ANSYS,
Analysis, production, etc

2.1 Clamp:

1. To design and develop a fixture for rough milling of
quadrant face of a hydraulic lift top up to a depth of
4mm.
2. To carry out finite element analysis using software
package ANSYS.
3. To study the production time.
2. PART MODELING:
The parts modeling have been done using the Solid Edge
software.

The clamp is manufactured using the mild steel. The clamp is
of dimension 200*47*40mm. The clamp lands on the circular
or elliptical type shape of the work piece. This will hold the
hydraulic lift not to move during the machining process. Fig
2.1 shows the isometric-view of clamp.

1. INTRODUCTION
A fixture is a device which is used for holding a work piece
while machining. The Fixture name is given because of the
fact that in a fixed position, the fixture is always fastened
either to a machine or table. In case of drill jig, there are
special arrangements for guiding the tool. But in case of
Fixtures, there are no such arrangements for tool guiding.
The feasible design and good performance of a fixture will
directly affects the accuracy of the machining process. In
positioning parts for fabricating purposes, different types of
tooling are used and in common these are also called as
fixtures.
1.1 Problem statement:
To design any fixture for a component for any operation, a
detailed study has to be made. In this case a Hydraulic lift
top’s drawings are studied. The basic design starts with the
face on which the milling operation has to be carried out. A
quadrant face of this hydraulic lift top has to be milled.

Fig-2.1: Clamp

A thickness of 4mm has to be milled from this surface.
The best way to mill this surface is by designing a new fixture
instead of conventional method designs. This will make
easier to machine the work piece and reduction in cost per
work piece.
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2.2 Clamping plate:
The clamping plate is made to give support to the clamp. The
clamping plate is made with the mild steel. The plate is made
with the dimensions as 530*70*30 mm, then the upper part
of the clamping plate is created to hold the clamping cylinder.
The fig 2.2 shows the image for clamping plate.
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Fig -2.2: Clamping plate

Fig -3.1: Maximum stress acting on Clamp
The total deformation is 0.0092 mm. Here the type of
element used is triangular element. The Fig 3.2 shows the
Total deformation in clamp.

2.3 Assembled Fixture:
All these parts and smaller parts like standard nuts and
screws are used as per the standards. The assembly is the last
step in this process. Assembled view of the fixture is shown in
fig 2.3.

Fig -3.2: Total deformation in clamp
4. VALIDATION OF THE RESULTS:

Fig -2.3: Assembled Fixture

Theoretical calculations have been done for the validation of
finite element model results. Stresses acting on the critical
parts, the validation has been done.

3. FEM RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS:
To check the feasibility of the design, the fixture has to be
analyzed analytically. Since the design is complex, the
meshing of the component is impossible to measure.
Therefore the major parts of the fixture have been analyzed
here. The analysis has been done using ANSYS software
package.

4.1 Design calculations:
Following are the parameters for the calculation. And the
calculations have been done as follows:
Power of Motor = 10 hp = 7.5 KW

3.1 Clamp:

Speed of milling cutter = 319 rpm

The FEM results are shown in figure 3.1 and 3.2. Clamping
bolt is having yield stress 250 MPa. The Maximum stress
obtained is 18.298 MPa and the Von mises is 41.578 MPa.
The total number of nodes is 33302 and the elements are
21521.The Fig 3.1 shows the Maximum stress acting on the
clamp and

Dia. of cutter Dc = 100 mm
Depth of cut ap = 1 mm
Table Feed Vf = 100*103 mm/min
Number of teeth= 7
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4.1.1 Cutting speed:

=

=>

=

Vc
=

Cutting speed Vc = 100.216 m/min
4.1.2 To calculate feed rate per tooth:
fz

=

= 16.759 MPa

Hence we can correlate the results obtained from FE results
with the theoretically calculated results. The Maximum
stress obtained is 18.298 MPa by FE results and theoretically
we get 16.759 MPa which is almost equal.

=

fz

=>

5. CONCLUSION:

= 28.73 mm

 The fixture has been designed effectively well within the
safe standards. The critical components have been
studies analytically in static mode. Results indicated no
critical component crosses the yield stress for the same.

4.1.3 To calculate Force:
T=F*r
Where, r = radius of cutter
493.929 = F*157.5*10-3
F = 3136.06 N

 Dowel pins, rest pads, round head pins, Diamond Head
pins are made of case hardened steels. This provides an
extra robustness for the production.

Therefore, the force exerted by cutter upon the fixture is F =
3136.06 N

 The rest pads are attached with the pneumatic sensors.
The pneumatic sensors help the operator during loading
of the work piece. If the work piece is not properly
placed, these sensors will indicate an error. This action
makes the work error proof.

4.1.4 Stresses on Clamp:

 The machining time of hydraulic top with the fixture is
of 2.12 min. This hydraulic top is machined around 200
per day.
Fig-4.1 Free Body Diagram
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